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§ 319.306 Spaghetti with meatballs and
sauce, spaghetti with meat and
sauce, and similar products.
‘‘Spaghetti
with
Meatballs
and
Sauce’’ and ‘‘Spaghetti with Meat and
Sauce,’’ and similar products shall contain not less than 12 percent of meat
computed on the weight of the fresh
meat. Mechanically Separated (Species) may be used in accordance with
§ 319.6. The presence of the sauce or
gravy constituent shall be declared
prominently on the label as part of the
name of the product. Meatballs may be
prepared with farinaceous material and
with other binders and extenders as
provided in § 424.21(c) of subchapter E.
[55 FR 34684, Aug. 24, 1990, as amended at 76
FR 82078, Dec. 30, 2011]
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weight of the smoked ham or bacon
prior to its inclusion with the beans
and sauce.
§ 319.311 Chow mein vegetables with
meat, and chop suey vegetables
with meat.
‘‘Chow Mein Vegetables with Meat’’
and ‘‘Chop Suey Vegetables with Meat’’
shall contain not less than 12 percent
meat computed on the weight of the
uncooked fresh meat prior to its inclusion with the other ingredients. Mechanically Separated (Species) may be
used in accordance with § 319.6.
[35 FR 15597, Oct. 3, 1970; 36 FR 11903, June 23,
1971, as amended at 43 FR 26425, June 20, 1978;
47 FR 28257, June 29, 1982]

§ 319.312 Pork with barbecue sauce
and beef with barbecue sauce.

Spaghetti sauce with meat.

‘‘Spaghetti Sauce with Meat’’ shall
contain not less than 6 percent of meat
computed on the weight of the fresh
meat. Mechanically Separated (Species) may be used in accordance with
§ 319.6.

‘‘Pork with Barbecue Sauce’’ and
‘‘Beef with Barbecue Sauce’’ shall consist of not less than 50 percent cooked
meat of the species specified on the
label. Mechanically Separated (Pork)
may be used in accordance with § 319.6.

[35 FR 15597, Oct. 3, 1970, as amended at 43 FR
26425, June 20, 1978; 47 FR 28257, June 29, 1982]

[69 FR 34916, June 23, 2004]
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§ 319.313 Beef with gravy and gravy
with beef.

Tripe with milk.

‘‘Tripe with Milk’’ shall be prepared
so that the finished canned article, exclusive of the cooked-out juices and
milk, will contain at least 65 percent
tripe. The product shall be prepared
with not less than 10 percent milk.
§ 319.309 Beans with frankfurters in
sauce, sauerkraut with wieners and
juice, and similar products.
‘‘Beans with Frankfurters in Sauce,’’
‘‘Sauerkraut with Wieners and Juice,’’
and similar products shall contain not
less than 20 percent frankfurters or
wieners computed on the weight of the
smoked and cooked sausage prior to its
inclusion with the beans or sauerkraut.
§ 319.310 Lima beans with ham in
sauce, beans with ham in sauce,
beans with bacon in sauce, and
similar products.

‘‘Beef with Gravy’’ and ‘‘Gravy with
Beef’’ shall not be made with beef
which, in the aggregate for each lot
contains
more
than
30
percent
trimmable fat, that is, fat which can be
removed by thorough, practicable trimming and sorting.

Subpart N—Meat Food Entree
Products, Pies, and Turnovers
§ 319.500 Meat pies.
Meat pies such as ‘‘Beef Pie,’’ ‘‘Veal
Pie,’’ and ‘‘Pork Pie’’ shall contain
meat of the species specified on the
label, in an amount not less than 25
percent of all ingredients including
crust and shall be computed on the
basis of the fresh uncooked meat.

‘‘Lima Beans with Ham in Sauce,’’
‘‘Beans with Ham in Sauce,’’ ‘‘Beans
with Bacon in Sauce,’’ and similar
products shall contain not less than 12
percent ham or bacon computed on the
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